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NEXT ISSUE 
The deadline for the next issue of our NIKON JOURNAL, 
NHS-66, is NOVEMBER 15, 1999. The slightly early 
deadline is needed because of the rush of the holiday season, 
so please try t 0 have all contributions to me by the above 
date! Thank you. 

EDITORIAL 
This issue should have been a happy occasion as it marks 

our 16th Anniversary! However, for me on a personal level, 
the celebration is a bit toned down as it changed from just 
an Anniversary issue, to a Memorial issue. One of the origi
nal members ofthe NHS (actually the second to join), John 
Angle, passed away in July at the too young an age of 
46. Many of you who have been members since the early 
years remember John from the flrst two conventions and his 
frequent contributions to the Journal. He was a driving force 
in the early years, and though his interests had changed a bit 
in recent times, he remained a member and supporter of the 
Society and continued to dabble in cameras. This is our 16th 
Anniversary issue, and I guess as you add more years and 
issues to the body of work the Journal represents, you sud
denly realize that some real years have gone by, and that the 
inevitable loss offriends due to the march of time must 
occur. I truly hope it is a very long time before I have to 
dedicate another issue to someone we have lost. 

I have, as promised, concluded the article on the Nikon 
prototypes that were put on display in Tokyo in March. I did 
not have enough room in NHS-64, so a couple of pages were 
needed in this issue to cap things off. You will see, on pages 2 
& 3, a few more prototypes (SLRs), some NASA cameras and 
a very early Nikon F. All photos are again made possible by 
member Tad Sato for which we are all grateful! 

The year 1999 marks yet another Anniversary. It is this 
year that we celebrate the 40th birthday of the camera that 
really put Nikon on the map. We all hold our rangefmders 
close to our hearts, and we all consider the SP the top of the 
line, and we all appreciate the fact that the RF line was what 
opened the doors to the world and began the process ofmak
ing "Nikon" a household word ... but...we all have to admit it 
was the Nikon F that turned a spark into a flame! It was the 
Nikon F that won the pros over in droves and convinced a 
large part of the press and media that the rangeflnders had 
their place, but the SLR was the real future of 35mm. It was 
the Nikon F that made a great many photographers forget 
about the German industry and fmally admit that the 
Japanese had a better "mousetrap". The result was the fall of 
the RF and the rise of the SLR, coupled with the decline of 
the German industry and the rise of the Japanese. No matter 
your personal opinion, one must acknowledge that in today's 
world of photography, the Japanese industry is the supreme 
entity, and that Nikon is the leading Japanese maker. Look
ing back at the sixties and seventies, it is amazing just how 
strong a hold the Nikon F had on the world of professional 
photography, both reportage and illustrative. It is an era of 
dominance no one maker will ever enjoy again. You will fmd 
11 pages, plus the rear cover, of this issue dedicated to the 
Nikon F, a camera I feel to be one of the 2 or 3 most signm
cant cameras ever made. I hope you enjoy it. 

Don't forget to get ready for NHS-Con7 in Holland 
in March. See page 15 for more details plus plans call for an 
insert page in this issue with hotel info. See you there! 

ROBERT ROTOLONI 
EVITOR/PUBLISHER 



THIS ISSUE DEDICATED TO .... 

I have personally known a fair number of NHS members 
for many years, in some cases going back to the early 70's. I 
have had help from some of them in publishing my two 
books in 1981 and 1983, and they were also present at the 
founding of the Nikon Historical Society in 1983. Here we 
are celebrating the 16th anniversary of the Society, but it 
must be done without the presence of one of those who has 
been with me from nearly the beginning. If you go back to 
the very flrst issue of The Journal, you will see that the 
second name listed on the membership roster was that of 
John Angle. John had helped me with my second book and 
had been the very flrst to encourage me to start up the NHS 
at a time when I wasn't sure it would ever get off the ground. 
He once told me "If I didn't do it, who else would? So what 
was I waiting for?" With his help and encouragement I took 
the plunge and the Society came into existence. 

Many of you have seen his name and photos in The 
Journal over the years, albeit not as much in recent times, 
and know that John was with me on my flrst two trips to 
Tokyo where we were the flrst westerners to see some ofthe 
Nikon prototypes at the Ohi factory; had a guided tour of the 
Pentax Museum; and a private showing at the JCII Museum. 
He was with me when I met, for the flrst time, many of our 
Japanese members who have helped the Society over the 
years. He was a large part of the flrst two Conventions and 
has always been a major collector who had an uncanny 
amount ofluck when searching for Nikons. Those of you who 
knew him personally remember him as a large and gentle 
guy with a booming voice and a great sense of humor. John 
always made a large impression on those he met and always 
made friends very quickly. He was a major driving force in 
the early years of the Society and Nikon collecting in 
general. 

In July, John unexpectedly passed away at the age of 46. 
On one level it is a loss for his friends and family and my 
heartfelt grief goes out to his wife Marcia and daughter 
Amanda. On another level the friends he made all over the 
world as a result of his collecting will also miss him as they 
would any good friend, Needless to say he will not be forgot
ten by the many people he met. 

On yet another level is my personal loss. John was not 
just a fellow collector; he was not just a fellow traveler who 
shared many good times with me; he was not just a partner 
at the last 30 Chicago camera shows where we always had a 
great time. John was more than that; he was my friend! I 
cannot tell you all the stories and anecdotes about our times 
together, all the great memories of times past. It would fill all 
the pages of this issue and more. We met as perfect strangers 
drawn together by a common interest. Our personal pasts 
could not be more different, but all was transcended by a 
friendship that grew from just a common interest to true 
liking of one another. I was honored to be a pall bearer at his 
funeral where I was able to see him for the last time. But I 
will remember him because he made this hobby of mine, this 
"camera thing", much more fun. He made it a human experi
ence, and a much better thing because of his presence. 

I will miss you John, I truly will miss you! 

JOHN 
ANGLE 

1952-1999 

At NHS-CON2 in 1990, John brought along his Nilron 011€ 
outfit for every011€ to enjoy. As always he was his pleasant 
jovial self. John was liked by all who met him, possibly be
cause of his approach to his collecting. He was 11€ver high 
pressured and usually seemed amused by it all. I wish I could 
be a bit more like that. 



2 PROTOTYPES 
ONPA DE! 

ALL PHOTOS BY TAD SATO 

In the last issue we had a major article on some Nikon 
rangefmder prototypes made possible by member Tad Sato. I 
was able to include all those from the rangefmder era but ran 
out of room for some later prototypes from the reflex period. 
The majority of cameras on display were early items with 
only a few reflex examples shown. I am sure there are many 
more reflex prototypes that have yet to surface. Namely the 
Nikon F experimentals, of which there must be a significant 
number since this was a new direction for them and a great 
deal of experimenting must have been required. But to date 
none have been shown. Here are a few prototypes, two NASA 
cameras, and an interesting Nikon F. 

Again, all photos were shot by member Tad Sato and made 
available to the Journal for all of us to enjoy. As before, I 
wish to thank him for making these pages possible! 

::::::1:.1 MDX (1980if) 
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CJ) -;;O)J]\'\H::."G! )Ct.'Q AE!d:!:>iIJ':;"~>:':;:Y -o)t, q.:>f)1l 
:!.)l l .. 9i::.1;J 1 ::3 5 :J:::( tlJ 

::::J:.IF3iit~(2) (1977~) 
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Top Photo ... This camera was present at the Tokyo Convention 
in 1996 and was quite interesting. It is an F3 prototype yet it 
very much resembles the Nikon FE and FM series. Look at the 
prism housing and body shape. Definitely FE/ FM style. This 
isfrom 1977. Itfeatured TTL metering through pinholes in the 
mirror, similar to the production camera. The external 
appearance is before Nikon adopted the styling of the famous 
Italian designer, Giugiaro. Which one do you like more? 
Left Photo ... This is the Nikon MDXfrom 1980. This was their 
first prototype with a built-in motor drive capable of 3.5 
frames per second. Automatic exposure system used both 
aperture and shutter priority, so called "dual automatic" 
exposure. The body resembles that seen in the "2000" series. 



Top leJt ... Nikon F3 "NASA" camera very similar to the one 
slwwcased here in the Journal previously. It has the MD-4 36 
exposure type motor, but was also made in the 250 slwt type. 
Top right ... Nikon F "NASA" camera. This one is unique in 
that it has a waist level finder, not the Plwtomic usually seen 
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on the NASA Nikon Fs. Mounted is a "NASA" 105mmlj2.8 
Micro-Nikkor. Note the wind lever hub & rewind knob! 
Bottom ... Tlwugh not a prototype, Nikon clwse to include this 
Nikon F in their display. Why? Probably to illustrate the 
beginnings oj their reflex line. Look closely, and you will see 
that this is Nikon F #6400064. Hell oj a number! 
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THE 

--SPOT!! 

T HE 'F' H ITS 
THE BIG "40" '! 
by ROBERT ROTOLONI WITH RICHARD de STOUTZ, 

ULI KOCH & MIKE SYMONS 

Let's say that it's early 1959 and you, as an avid amateur 
photographer, keep abreast of the current developments in 
the field by reading all the available periodicals (which num
ber quite a few more than exist today), and regularly visiting 
your local camera store (which mail order megaliths had yet 
to kill oft) where your friend behind the counter keeps you 
up to date about what is coming down the pipeline in the 
near future. You own what you feel is one ofthe better, if not 
the best, cameras on the market befitting your advanced 
abilities and keen interest in all aspects of what you feel is 
the fmest hobby in the world. If you shoot with a rangefmder 
you probably own one of the "big four" makes, be it a Canon, 
Contax, Leica or Nikon (note they are in alphabetical order 
so no preference can be derived from this listing?!). If an SLR 
user you might own an Exacta or maybe an Alpa, or one of 
the lesser East German makes like the Praktina with its neat 
motor drive. You might even have one of those early Japa
nese models like the Miranda or Pentax. And why not? Don't 
the Japanese make up 50% of those from the "big four"? You 
know that the near monopoly of the German industry is in 
jeopardy because of those upstart Japanese with their less 
expensive but more useful cameras that seem to get better 
every year, adding more of the features you really need and 
upping their quality as well. You know that the silly debates 
over "rangefmder vs reflex" were just that, silly. You know 
that the rangefmder has its advantages and its shortcomings 
as well. And, like many others, it looks to you like RF design 
has just about reached its zenith. And you know that the SLR 
holds a world of possibilities such as: extreme wideangles 
(maybe someday down to 20mm!) and telephotos (as long as 
1000mm that you can really shoot moving subjects!); how 
about zooms (just think of it!); then there are the effortless 

close-ups that can be done as well as shooting the moon. 
Yeah, you know the SLR is the future ... buLsomeone has to 
get rid of those silly manual and preset lenses .... and that 
mirror that refuses to go back down after the shoLand those 
focusing screens you need a flashlight to see ... and those 
clunky externally coupled diaphragms and slow teles and 
wideangles that only go down to 35mm or else they hit the 
damned mirror. What you need is something that acts like 
the blink of your eye! That's it! Like blinking you eye! And 
the diaphragm stops down too & reopens just as fast. The 
entire operation done in only milliseconds. And the bright 
screen that you can really focus on, even with lenses as slow 
as is.6! Add fmders for waist & eyelevel viewing; a motor for 
sports; fast wides and fast teles; a coupled meter; automatic 
diaphragms across the board; rapid wind and rewind; easy 
loading and a really accurate viewfmder for framing. And 
yes, make it all work flawlessly and make it with real quality 
so the pros can abuse the hell out of it and it keeps on tick
ing. Make something like that and you'd buy it right now!! 

And that's why your here in your favorite store in the 
early months of 1959. Your friend has told you that someone 
has fmally gotten their act together and is coming out with 
an SLR that is just as good as any RF from the "big four", 
just as fast to use, with superb lenses and complete automa
tion of the mirror and diaphragm. He has just received his 
first shipment and he remembers that you said you really 
wanted one and for him to hold one for you. So here you are 
to get your first look at the first really "modern" SLR, the 
one that will set the pace for the rest ofthe industry. The one 
you know, as soon as you pick it up, will be the one all others 
will be judged by for years to come. This is the day you pick 
up your new Nlkon FI What a dayl 



Because so much has been written about the Nilron F and its 
system, I/elt that just listing all the variations and going over 
the accessories made/or it would be rather boring. How much 
could I add to what has been done be/ore? We have covered the 
F (and will cover it again I am sure) so eventually all the many 
variations will be someday shown in these pages, but this issue 
is a celebration 0/ a birthday, a commemoration 0/ an event. 
Why not just show you what the system looked like at its very 
beginning? Give you a/eel/or what our friend on page 4/elt 

when he walked into his favorite store to get his first look at 
the new Nilron F! What it was like to see and hold a completely 
new camera, never seen be/ore. An item that was not just a 
derivative 0/ something else, but a new direction, a harbinger 
o/where the industry was going and what the/uture held. I 
am sure our friend could not have imagined just how much 
the "F" would change things or how successful it would be. He 
could not possibly have known the degree that this camera 
would dominate 35mm photography for decades to come. 
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Our friend did rwt have the advantage of hindsight, which 
we do have. And they say that hindsight is 20/20. But we are a 
little cynical 40 years later, aren't we? We krww all about the 
Nikon F and we krww it was updated in the seventies to the F2 
which corrected a few shortcomings, like the method of attach
ing the motor. We krww that the Fa added some automation to 
the mix and that the F4 and F5 went off on their own paths, 
which mayor may rwt be the way to go. We krww about all of 

the marvelous groundbreaking lenses that were madefor the F 
and how the number of lenses eventually exceeded 50 in pro
duction at one time! Because we krww all of this we can be a 
little cynical about the whole thing. But our friend did rwt 
krww any of this. He saw a camera with a small selection of 
lenses, a waist levelfinder, a bulbjlash(!), an external meter, 
and some shades andfilters. How could he possibly envision 
what was to come? 



However, there was one thing our friend could tell right 
away. He could see andfeel the quality of the body and the 
lenses. He couldfire it and realize that it did all happen in the 
blink of an eye! It was fast and it was smooth and it had heft 
andfelt good in his hands. The controls were where they 
belonged and worked together to make the act of taking a 
picture effortless. He probably fired it many times that day, 
trying different speeds and watching those diaphragm blades 
close down and reopen so quickly. He probably mounted and 

, 

unmounted the lens afew dozen times and marveled at how 
easily the bayonet worked. How the lenses snapped in with a 
solid click and how they focused smoothly. Andfor sure he 
marveled at the view through thejiru:ler. It was bright and 
precise and when you fired the shutter, well, it all happened so 
quickly you barely noticed. Today we take all of this for 
granted, but remember, it had to start somewhere and some
one had to design it. For the modern SLR, it began with the 
Nikon F! (All photos on pages 5,6 & 7 by Richard de Stoutz) 
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If our friend was lucky e!Wugh to get one of the earliest Fs to 
become available, this is what he would have brought home 
with him that day. On these two pages is a relatively early 
Nikon F that still retains !Wt only its original box and instruc
tion book, but the outer shipping box! If our friend was as 
enthralled by the Nikon F as I think, he would have probably 
taken his new baby home with him still encased in its double 
box. And he may have put them away for decades so that we, 
40 years later, could see just what it looked like back then. 
Pictured here is camera #6400440 with its matching first run 
5Ommlj2.0 Nikkor #520795. This would be the 439th body and 
the 694th lens. 

, 
CAMERA No. 400 40 

LENS No. 520795 
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Note that both the box and manual say "Full Automatic" 
Reflex. This was quickly changed to "Fully Automatic" which 
is more grammatically correct, making the earlier style much 
sought after today. Also rwte the velvet-like box interior. This 
is a nice gray color, but was later changed to white/oam. A 
really nice looking camera/or 1959, wouldn't you say? 
(Photos on these 2 pages by Robert Rotoloni) 
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Although not available right at the beginning, the 
motor drive was one o/the key selling points/or the 
new Nilron F. The public already knew what Nilron 
was capable of, as the SP motor had been out/or over 
a year. So naturally, many buyers were anticipating 
the motor and biting the bit waiting/or it. Supplies 
finally started to arrive a/ew months after the re
lease 0/ the camera, but the majority were snapped 
up by pros who had placed orders/or them in advance. 
Besides, Erhrenreich was very anxious to get his new 
camera and motor into the hands 0/ pros and much 
o/the very early items went to them. Thus, most early 
pieces are not in good shape today. On this page are 
the F250 & F36 motors 0/ relatively early vintage, 
within thefirst 18 months 0/ production. Top is a 
boxed F250 with proper gray batter pack & manual, 
#95151. Also an early F36 #120063. (Photos by RJR) 
Now to the right is ...... . 



I was fortunate to obtain photos of one of the jirst 
motors madefor the F, #97307 (possibly the 306th). 
It is shown here with its proper gray battery pack 
and cord, as well as the voltmeter. Not only is this 
a very early F36, it is in almost Mint condition, a 
very unusual situation as most ofthesejirst motors 
were reserved for pros and much abused. Compare 
it with yours and the one on page 10. Note that the 
serial number & NK logo are on the bottom, just 
like the SP motor! Only the "F" is on thejront! No 
where else is their name engraved! The rear is 
completely devoid of identifICation. Shortly after 
this the serial number & logo were moved to the 
front and "Nikon" engraved on the rear between 
thejraming speed andjiring rate selectors. The 
base became devoid of markings, thus if the base 
were damaged and needed replaced the number 
would not be lost. 



NIKON AUTOMATIC REFLEX 
.. . with instant-return automatic mirror, instant-reopen 
automatic diaphragm, and instant-action preview control 

Nikon quality has a special significance wherever 3Smm cameras 
are used or discussed. The most knowledgeable, the most critical 
users of 3Smm equipment have come to respect the Nikon name 
beyond all others. The new Nikon Automatic ReHex shares in 
this heritage of excellence - standing head-and-shoulders above 
any other single-lens reHex - in demonstrable features, perform
ance and quality. 

From the moment you first hold the new Nikon Automatic 
ReHex to your eye its quality becomes apparent. The image is 
full-size, bright and clear. Focusing is fast, easy, positive. You 
frame your subject, you shoot. Except for the almost inaudible 
'click' of the shutter nothing seems to have happened. The image 
is still visible in the finder, bright and clear as before. 

In the iIistant of exposure, the lens diaphragm closed down 
to the pre-selected 'taking' aperture - the mirror Hipped up
the shutter Hashed across the film plane. Then, instantly, auto
matically, the mirror returned to viewing position and the dia
phragm reopened to full aperture. 

The result of this unique Nikon design is a speed and ease 
of handling not usually associated with single-lens reHex cameras. 
This will come as no surprise to 3Smm enthusiasts, to whom 
Nikon speed and ease of handling is a firmly established tradition. 

The Nikon quality inherent in this new camera makes itself 
felt in many ways ••• in the exclusive depth-of-field Preview 

Control that stops the lens down to 'taking' aperture at a touch 
of your finger, and lets the diaphragm spring open again when 
your finger is removed. It is reHected in the fresnel-type inter
changeable focusing screen that gives you an unmatched bright
ness of field, and in the built-in split-image rangefinder that 
serves as a further aid to focusing. 

It is apparent in the way the mirror locks up and out of the 
way to accommodate very deep-set lenses, and in the removable 
eye-level roof-prism which interchanges with an accessory waist
level finder. It is reHected in the precise alignment of lens, mirror 
and roof-prism - what the finder 'sees' is exactly what registers 
on the film. But most of all, Nikon quality makes itself felt in 
the way all of these features combine to provide you with a 
superb photographic instrument. 

Incomparable Nikkor Lenses are standard equipment for the 
Nikon Automatic ReHex. They are available in focal lengths rang
ing from 21mm £/4 extreme wide-angle through 1000m f/6.3 
super-telephoto. Four of these lenses, 3Smm f/2.8, SOmm f/2, 
10Smm f/2.S and 13Smm f/3.S are designated Auto-Nikkors, and 
are equipped with instant-reopen automatic diaphragms. All 
lenses above 180mm can be adapted to fit both the Nikon Auto
matic ReHex and the Nikon SP. 

New NikonAutomatic Reflex with 50mm Auto-Nikkor f /2, $329.50 

rangefinder-coupled or single-lens reflex • • • 



NIKON SP 
.. . the world·s only rangefinder-coupled 35mm camera 

with a built-in Universal Viewfinder System 
The Nikon SP is undoubtedly the most advanced rangefinder
coupled 3Smm camera of our time. Its built-in Universal 
Viewfinder System alone distinguishes it as the only rangefinder
coupled '3S' to realize the full potential of lens interchangeability 
- enabling you to choose and use the 'right' lens for the picture, 
faster and with greater confidence. 

The Universal Viewfinder System of the Nikon SP provides 
the correct viewing fields for six focal length lenses - 28, 3S, SO, 
8S, lOS and 13Smm - the six focal lengths used most often in 
3Smm photography. There's no need for accessory finders - no 
time wasted slipping them on and off. There is nothing to inter
fere with the speed and ease of handling that is an integral part 
of the quality that Nikon users enjoy. 

The ingenious grouping of the SP controls is another case in 
point. With thumb on the film transport, middle finger on the 

focusing wheel and forefinger on the body release, it is possible 
to advance the film, focus the lens and trip the shutter with three 
fingers of one hand - in as little time as it takes to say: 'advance 
- focus - shoot'. 

There is virtually no picture situation which the Nikon SP 
cannot meet. Stories of impossible pictures made possible by the 
Sp's speed and ease of handling are so numerous that the quality 
of the Nikon has become almost legendary. Nikkor lenses for 
the Nikon SP range from 21mm extreme wide-angle to l000mm 
super-telephoto. 

Nikon SP with 50mm Nikkor fl2, $329.50 with f/1.4, $375. 

Nikon S-3, identical to the Nikon SP, but equipped with built-in 
Trifocal Finder for 3S, SO and 10Smm lenses. 
With SOmm Nikkor £/2, $269.50, with SOmm Nikkorf/l.4, $315.00 

••• and these are the performance·tested features shared by the new 

Nikon Automatic Reflex and the famous Nikon SP 
•• ingle-droke film tra-napoTt • high-apeea. rewind crank • 'non-rotating .peed .elector dial • .hutter .peeia: 

1 f'C. to 1/1000th • automatic '0' ..... t .",po.ur. count'r • color-cod.d flash '1/1Ich control. calibrat.d .. I/-tim.r • r.movabl. b4ek 
• /i",.d tak.-up spool . • . plua a wid. as.ortm.nt 01 wide-angle and telephoto Nikkor I ...... - batt.1'l/ operat.d Eloetrie 

Motor Drive - Coupled Expo.uTe Mder. - "no. an impre •• ive 4-"all 0/ othe1' .pecial purpo.e acce18orie •. 

~ NIKON INC., 111 Fifth Avenue, New York 3, N. Y. In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd., Montreal 

.. . the finest '35' you can buy is a NIKON! 
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REFLEX CAMERAS 

·Retailll.t 

NIKON AUTOMATIC REFLEX CAMERA - 3S mm; 36 exposure, 1 II: Ph"; 
complete ..... lth interchangeable pentoprism eyelevel finder . Features in-
5'0"' return automotic: mirfor and instant reopen automatic diophogm; 
built.in depth of field preview c.ontrol ; built·i n ground gloss rongefindar 
_ interchangeabl. with standard ground glos5 . Pro ... i~on for locking 
mirror up; accepf' diaphrogm and , huH., coupled expolure meter ; elec
tric motor dri ..... Accepts oceanary woist level li nd er ; 13 ,hutter speeds. 
dick-stop, from 1 fa 1/ 1000 plus T & B. on single non-rotating dial ; full 
5ynch plus electronic flash at 1/60; autn zero reset exposure counter; 
calibrated, delayed action ~If timer ; remo ... oble bodc. ; tixed take up 
spool; single stroke rapid film advance; high 'peed film rewind ; tripod 
socket built into camero body. 

· CA1SOO Hlkln Automatic Reflex Body only, satm chrome fini sh . . 
~C A1501 Hikon Automatic Rdlu: satin chorme flmsh w '50mm f2 .0 Auto . 
·CA1505 Hiktn btomatic Rtflex Body only. satin black finish ..... . 
· CA'506 Hikln A.ltlmatic Reflex: satin black finish ; w, 5Omm 120 Auto . 

Camera Case, 
CC471 leattter Enready Cue lor Automatic Reflex - Brown 
CC412 Lnttter Eveready Case lor Automatic Reflex - Black 
CC475 Soft luth.r Pouch Case - Black 

REFLEX LENSES 
NIKKOR LENSES - NIKkOR lenses for the Nikon Automatic Reflf!:& repre'!.enl 

a full line of high speed, high resolution leo~i io lightweight mount!. . 
The 28, 35, 50, 105and 135mm lenses are fully automatic , with interna lly 
coupled instont reopen d iaphragms. All have d ic k stops. All gloss-to-oir 
surfaces are anti-reflection coated . Front tens cops are included. leme) 
from 105mm up are furnished with lenshoods . The 180mm, 250mm, 500mm 
lenses are supplied in sharf mounts to fit the Reflex Housing for all Ni!c.on 
rongefinder-coupled comero~. The addition of adopter tube lNP300 
permits direct. accurate mounting of the 180mm, 250mm and 500mm 
lenses on Nikon Automatic Reflex camera~ . Adopter tube lNPJO 1 is used 
only for the 500mm lens. 

lH231 21m .. f4.0 Nikkor. Rell., moun I 
VF321 Viewfinder tor 21mm lens. ReHel mount 
CC435 lens case for 21mm t4 0 lens and finder 
LH231 28m", 13.5 Auto Nlkkor 10 plastiC case 
lN245 5O .. m f2 .0 Auto-Nikko r ..... . ... 
Ul240 35mm f2.8 Auto-Nikkor, in plastiC case 
LN285 10511111 12.5 Auto-NIHor, in plastiC case . 
lN271 I 35mll 13.5 Auto-Nikkor , in plast ic case 

'tl!lSc,Ise t to btl announced 

REF LEX ACCESSORIES - Continued 

220.00 
329.50 
239.50 
349.00 

16.SO 
21.00 
12.50 

199.50 
24.50 
4.50 
I 

109.SO 
169.50 
195.00 
179.50 

·RetJillist 
8C·5 RASH - This compact Be unit fits the occe!.sory shoe on the Nikan 

Reflex by meons of Couple r FlP 364. It makes e lectrical contact without 
r.qui,.ing any wire) . The tilting head reflector permits bounce flash and 
is a collapsing, fa n-fold type. An exposure g uide is built on to the bock 
of the unit body. The B(-5 use-s standard 22'h volt battery; built-in te '!.t 
bulb for che-cking camera circuit continuity and battery-capocitor charge; 
bulb ejector bUfion. Supplied comple te with leather carrying cas@. 
fl354 BC-5Flash attach ... nt . .. .. 18.15 
FlP355 Capacit.r, p.wer IInit (replacement) . ... ... . .. . .. 2.95 
FLP3S4 Clupler for fluh run; required for mounting BC-S on Auto Reflex :1.75 

CONNECTING CORDS - for Nikon Automatic Refle. 
FLC373 8" Cord for cam.ra ~ 'Be·3 
flC374 8" Cord tor camera w;Helland type plug 
flC377 24" Clrd for camera w Be·3 
He3lS 24" Clrd for camera W fHeiland type plug 
FlC381 Cliled cord (4 Y2 ') for camera w BC-3 . . 
flC382 Clilad end f41!2 'J for camera w Helland type plug 

NIKON FILM CASSETTES ( Magazine~ 

AC2075 Cassette for all Nikon Cameras 

NIKON REfUX LENS HOODS, fitTERS, LENS & BODY CAPS 

Quick Check Chart for Nikkor lens Attachments 

2.50 
2.50 
2.75 
2.75 
4.50 
4.50 

3.95 

SNAP·ON SNAP·ON SCREW-IN 
HOOD lENS CAP FillER 

21 mm f40 Reflex m.urtt see ACR507 52mm 52mm 
35mm f2.8 Auto Rofln mount see ACR510 52mm 52mm 
SOm .. 12.0 Auto R.n .. mount 52mm 52mm 52mm 
105mm f2.5 Auto Reflex mlunt ... A52mm 52mm 52mm 
135A1m f3.5 Aut. Reflex mlunt ."S2mm 52mm 52mm 

Nikon Lens Hoods. - may be " ,tored" in rever~ position on the lens . 
ACRS01 lens Mild, screw in for 2lmm 14.0 NikkoL in Reflex mount . ".75 
~CRS10 l ••• Hood, ,crow i. for 35mm 12.8 !wto Nikkor . 4.75 
ACR5t5 l.n. HOOd ..... p on, lor 50mm. f2 .0 !wto Nikkor . . ... 4.75 
ACAStS leftS Hoed, snap 1ft, for 105mm, 135mm Auto Nikkor .. 4.75 

Filters - Scr~w In - with front threaded rims. Precisely ground polished 
optica l flOh; hord-cooted on both sides. Fits 21mm. f4 .0, 28m",. f3 .5, 
35mm . f2 .8, 50mm. f2 .0, I 05mm. f2 .5, 135mm. f3 .5 Aula Nikkor lenses . 
Supplied in case. Medium Yellow, Green 1, Red Orange, UV Haze, 85e, 
S.ylif., B2A. 
AC222! Fm ... SCr ... · tn, 52mm. medium yellow . 1.25 
AC2238 FiKer, Screw·on . 52mm, gr.", I ... 8.25 
ACZ231 Fitter, Screw·in, 52mm, red orange . . . ' .25 
AC2232 FiKer, Scr ... ·in , 52mm, U V haze .. ' .25 
AC2233 Finer, Scre.w·in, 52mm 85 C .. . . . 1.25 
lC22:U FiKer, Screw·in. 52mm Skyli!e . 1.25 
AemS FI"",. Screw·in. 52mm. 82 A 1.25 

R."L.X LENSES -Continued 
lN170 180"01 12.5 Nikkor . short mounl . 
l"l80 250,,"14.0 Nikkor . silort mount ...................... . 
l N185 350 ... 1 • . 5 Nikkor, in short mount; semi-aulomatic diaphragm . 
lNl!1O 500mOl 15.0 Nikkor, silort mount . 

·RetlIlilist 

399.50 
224.50 
398.00 
550.00 

lH1 95 1000111116.3 Nikkor ..... . .. ... ..... ... . ..... .. .. ...... . 
lNP2350 ~dlpter T .... roUUnt: , to adapt ISllmm, 25Omm. 500mm short mount 

Nlkkor lenses to Automatic Reflex .. . . . .. . ................... . 
lNP2351 Mapter tube. non rotatlnr;. to "'apt SOOmm only. short mount Nikkor 

lens to Automatic Reflex . 

REFLEX ACCESSORIES 
NIKON REFLlX COUPLED EXPOSURE METiR - cou p les to shutter speed 

diol and diaphragm (of automatic lenses>- Meter coupling between shutter 
speed dial and lens diaphragm interlocks. Moving either the lens dia
phragm Of shuffer speed dial 10 set the meter automatically sets the cor· 
rec' expo,ure . MeIer has automatic, internol high-l ow light control shunt 

29.95 

17.95 

MR50 Nik.n Reflel coupled "posu" meter . 34.50 
MR65 4X lifht Amplffier Grid Attachmeat. Wllh case 6.95 

NIKON REfLEX IUCTRIC MOTOR DRIVE - tokes single frames, bur,h of 
2 or more exposures or continuously through a 36 exposure load. E.
posure firing rate may be varied up to 4 per second . Motor is housed in 
on occessory back which is interchangeable with the standard camero 
bock. 12-voll battery pack uses 8 "C' batteries. Motor drive is fu rnished 
complete with battery pock and connecting cord. 
·EM10 " ikon Electric Mat'r Drive for NlkOfl Auto Reflex Cameras 219.50 
EMP17 Botte" Pack, 12·Yolt. Itplacem.nl, for EMIO ........ 22.00 
EMP26 Cunectinf Cord, 3', three-conductor for motor drive ... 4.50 
·CAMERA must be returned 10 us fO I factory fitting at a charge of 20.00 

WAIST llVEL FINDER - for Nikon Automatic Retle", . Con be interchanged 
with eyelevel prism finder . 

Yf 230t Waist Level finder. With case 21.00 

FLASH EQUIPMENT 
8C-3 FLASH - Th i~ Be Ul1it u,e~ "oodard 22'1, voh bonelY. two buill in 

fest bulbs to check camero CiLUit con tinu ity and boHery-copocitor charge; 
connecting cord; extension outlet ; bulb ejector ; folding camera bracket ; 
snap-off battery case for off the comera fl ash Complete with carrying 

Fl352 BC·3 Fush .ttachmenl 
f1353 Capleitlr. plwer unit !rtplacement) 

I to b~ anl'OUnce4 

34.50 
2.95 

' ReUillist 
Nikon Polarizing filters - used to obtain polari zed light c.orrection. 

.CA2250 Polariliq Fitter. screw in, rotating mount, S2mm for 21mm f4.0; 
28mm 13.5. 35mm 12.8. 50mm f2.0. 105mm t2.5. 135mm f3.5 . 17.95 

L .... & Body Cap. 

ACR587 cam,," Body Cap for Automalic R.f1ex . . . 1.50 
ACR607 Rear le.s C.p, 28 f3.5. 35 f2.8, SO f2 .0. 105 f2 5. 13513 5350 14 5 1.50 
ACR601 Rear Lens Cap. 21lTlm 14 .0, Refiex mount 1.80 

NIKON REfLEX GADGlT BAGS 

CC491 Fitted h'ItI Aubber CI",partcaent CaSt Modtl • - Holds camera With 
normal lens. 3 accessory lenses, exposure meter. miscelianeolJs acces-
sones Case IS made of leather. Includes strap . 48.00 

CC492 fitted Compartment Case Model B - Holds camera With normal lens, 
1 accessory lens. exposure meter, electric motor dme, battery case 
and miscetlaneous accessories. Case is made of leather. Includes strap 19.50 

MACRO & MICRO COPY EQUIPMENT - for Automatic: Reflex 

8f2600 aeulws FocniAI Attacflment Model 2, for Auto Reflex . 55_00 

BF2630 Macro ~daptor . lor Bellows Attachm.nt Model 2, for 50mm f2.0 lens 4.20 

8f283 1 Adapter tuh for Bellows Attachment Model 2, for use with short 
mount 135mm '4.0 8.58 

BF2632 Recopy ~tt.ch .. e.t (,1 , for Bellows Attachment Model 2 for 35nvn 
slides and roll film 14.00 

RC2150 RepreclPY Odfn. PfC, for Automatic Reflex. Consls~ of copy head, 
bracket. 58mm extension tube, 2 piece chrome upright and fitted 
carrying case wh ich serves as the working platform . 14~.50 

RC2751 ReproclltY Outfit PfB. for Automatic Reflex. Same as RC2750 elcept 
supplied with baseboard wh ich serves as working platform 120.00 

ET2701 ExtlRsiln Tvbe kit, for Automatic Reflex; 5 tubes, complete with 
leather case . . . 18.95 

MF810 MitrosClpe Adapter Outfit. for Automatic Reflex.. Consists of micro-
scope adapter tube, focusing screen with condenser and fresnel lens, 
3 contrast filters, all in a leather case 42.50 

TSP752 T.lescope "aptor Outfil for !wtomatic Reflu . eonsish of adapter 
tube , focusine- screen with condenser and fresnel lens, 6 filters. all 
in a leather case . 52.00 

MISCELLANEOUS 

lCR2900 Eyepiece C.metl •• Ie ... , . for Automatic Reflex-Spherical cor "C· 
lion only, -5. -4. -3. - 2. - 1.5, + 3.0, +2.0, + 1.0. +0.5, 
specity power . 3.58 

AC630 leather Mecbtrap, with lockinB SWIvels and rines . 2.50 

ACI54 1 .. lnIctio. ~"k !wto Refl.x . .50 
AC1iiO C._Ie relea .. , with lock .. 2.40 

" intwd in U.S.A. 

____________________________________________ .... ;t .. ,. •• ciutaxWhertJPplicabM 
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On this page is the logo for the next NHS convention to be 
held in Rotterdam Holland in 2000. I thought that the circu
lar form is rather symbolic of the Society and its member
ship, and how we have become a truly global group of Nikon 
historians and collectors. 

We have a hotel, we have a large convention room at our 
disposal, we have an invitation to enjoy what must be one of 
the largest, if not the largest, and most complete Leica collec
tions in the world (please forgive me for using the "L" word), 
300+ M cameras, 10 times more than Leitz have in the factory 
collection. Prototypes, cutaways, 3 Leica MP2s' will be on 
display. I guarantee that you'll not be disappointed. A mag
nificent collection of historical importance, it's like looking 
through James Lager's books. Almost all of these items will 
be brought to a secret location on the Friday morning under 
armed guard just for our enjoyment. So even if you have 
never owned a Leica, you will enjoy viewing this collection. 

We have the worlds largest indoor camera fair to go to on 
Sunday morning, with a special area set aside for the Nikon 
Historical Society, but most important, we need you! Don't 
leave it any longer. Make those travel plans. Now is the time 
to book that flight. Many bargains can be found by looking 
well in advance. Enclosed in this Journal is a hotel reserva
tion form which you need to fax or send to the hotel directly. 
Please book now to save disappointment. 

Space is available in the convention room for exhibition of 
your best photographic creations, and the theme is the word 
"NIKON", which should be somewhere in the picture. View 
this project as art work or for an advertising theme. Here are 
a few photos taken by a friend to give you some ideas. It can 
be a heap of Nikon parts with a man scratching his head, or 
your grandson diving into the pool wearing your Anniver
sary F5 around his neck! Try to keep them to 8XlO mounted 
in a frame of your choice. Tony Hurst will have for your en
joyment a breathtaking multi-screen slide show. 

I would like more of you to try your hand at speaking. Try 
to put something together on a Nikon topic of your choice & 
it does not need to be longer than 10-15 minutes. Make a 
small slide show or a video of the item you want to cover. We 
should have a large selection of audio visual gear at our dis
posal. For those with a computer .. write a paper with a few 
pictures and send it to me in advance and I will have it photo 
copied for you as a hand out! 

Remember, this is not Robert Rotoloni's or my conven
tion, it's everybody's! It's not a prerequisite that you have 10 
black motorized SPs to attend. I would love to hear a mem
ber speak on the Nikkormats, or the tick mark lenses, the 
dreaded Nikkorex, cables, the Internet, whatever. Do it! And 
don't forget about our show n' tell. Bring your best Nikon 
toys for all to see. For those who want to see my museum it's 
a 10min walk from the hotel. Try to arrive on Thursday as 
we have a fun packed weekend planned. PLEASE let me 
know well in advance if you are coming. We need to have a 
head count, but you can bring the rest of yourself as well!! 
Let's make this convention happen together. Peter Lownds. 

PHOTOS by HARRY van DIJK 
MODEL ESTER van de WERF 
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NIKON 'S' GENE L 
LiST .... PART III 
This is the third installment of excerpts from a practically 

unknown publication that dates from 1959-60 called "The 
General List of the Nikon System (Nikon S Series)". It 
appears to have been an official internal booklet produced as 
a guide for either dealers of Nikon salesmen (or both) to be 
used as a source of "factual" information, not as advertising 
copy. This is strictly a manual of the entire Nikon Range
fmder system and includes all the "little" things as well as 
the main items. Part I dealt with the Nikkors in Leica SM 
and Part II the more significant accessories that made the 
system famous. This time around I thought I would deal with 
some ofthose "little" things. You know, those small items 
that got lost or thrown out and are now harder to fmd than 
the lens or camera they were made for. Those "little" things 
you often hear collectors paying outlandish prices for! 
************************************************************** 

Under the category "MISCELLANY" the following 
items are listed: 
FILM CASSETIE (MAGAZINE 

A metal reloadable fIlm cartridge permitting the loading 
of bulk 35mm fIlm in any length up to 36 exposures. Provided 
with a film speed reminder on the bottom. 

CABLE RELEASE 
Screws on the Nikon (all models) shutter release button. 

Provided with locking screw for long exposures at the "B" 
setting. All metal. Available in 10" or 25cm length. 

1.5X RANGEFINDER MAGNIFIER 
Used for more accurate range-fmding with the Nikon 

Model S (discont.). Supplied with leather case.* 

EYEPIECE CORRECTION LENS 
Slipped over the rear peep sight of the Nikon, these lenses 

correct the viewfmder to accommodate near or far sighted
ness on the part of the user. 

Two types are available in slip-on mount; one for the S3, 
the other for the SP. 

Supplied in spherical correction only with the power of 
the viewfmder itself being taken into account: -5, -4, -3, -2, 
-1.5, +0.5, + 1, +2, and +3 diopter. Specify camera model and 
power.** 

ELECTRIC FIELD ILLUMINATOR 
Used for illuminating the SP's bright-line frames (50mm, 

85mm, 105mm, 135mm) in the fmder, so they are delineated 
more brilliantly even under extremely poor lighting 
conditions. 

Fits SP accessory shoe; has own shoe on top for flash, etc. 
A penlight battery 1.5V is used as power source. Supplied 
with a leather case. 

PANORAMAHEAD 
Used for panoramic photography of a 360 degree field in a 

series of precisely spaced exposures and in exactly the same 
plane. Rotation is so arranged that there is a slight overlap at 

the end of each exposure to assure continuity. Click stops at 
every picture angle for 35mm, 50mm and l05mm lenses, and 
colored indices for 28mm, 85mm and 135mm lenses. Used 
with Nikon, all models. 

BUBBLE LEVEL 
Slipped into the accessory shoe of the Nikon (all model), it 

assures a perfect horizontal camera position ... a necessity in 
panoramic shots and architectural photography. 

OFFSET BRACKET 
Permits use ofBC-4 (discont.) or BC-5 flash and an aux

iliary viewfmder at the same time on the Nikon S2, S3/SP.*** 

WOODEN TRIPOD 
For exclusive use with the 500mm Nikkor lens. Lower part 

of the two section leg can be locked at any length. Maximum 
length when extended is 4'5" (1.36m); minimum length when 
collapsed is 2'7" (0.91m). Provided with a tilting and 360 
degree rotating head which can be locked at any position by 
a single lever handle. A shoulder strap is provided. 

CAMERA BODY CAP 
Used to cover the camera body opening when no lens is 

mounted. used for all models of Nikon S series camera. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC ATIACHMENT FOR 2" OR 2.5" 
TELESCOPE 

Consists ofa camera adapter, fastening piece and focusing 
screen tube with magnifier, permitting photography of the 
moon and objets in long distance in conjunction with the NK 
telescope. The adapter is available in two types for Nikon 
and Contax or for Leica. Supplied complete with a yellow 
fIlter in fitted leather case. 

* This item alsojits the Nikon Models One and Mas well. 
** A series was also produced for the Nikon 82 camera. 
*** Though not mentioned here, cordlessflash contact was 

retained when using this bracket. (RJR) 

LENS HOODS (SUN SHADES) 
The lens hoods are available in the following types: 

Snap-on type for use with screw-in fIlters 
Screw-in type for use with Series fIlters 

Bayonet type for use with screw-in fIlters 

SNAP-ON LENS HOODS 
The snap-on lens hood fastens to the front lens thread by 

push-button action as rapidly as a "slip-on" and as positively 
as a "screw-in". 

The hood can also be reversed and snapped onto the lens. 
In this position lens hoods for all50mm and wideangle lenses 
may be stored in the Nikon everready camera case. 

The hood permits the simultaneous use of a screw-in fIlter 
and also accepts a snap-on front cap when the hood is 
attached in the reverse position. 



Supplied in the following sizes. 
CODE SIZE USED FOR 

AS-34.5 

AS-40.5* 

AS-43 * 

BS-43 

DS-43 

ES-43 

AS-48 

BS-48 

Nikkor 35mm f/2.5 in screw mount 
Nikkor 35mm f/3.5 in screw mount 
Micro-Nikkor 50mm f/3.5 in Nikon & SM 

Nikkor 50mm t2 in Nikon & screw mount 

Nikkor 50mm flA in Nikon & screw mount 

Nikkor l35mm f/3.5 in Nikon, Contax, 
Exakta and screw mounts 

Nikkor 35mm f/2.5 in Nikon mount 
Nikkor 35mm f/3.5 in Nikon mount 

Nikkor 35mm fiLS in screw mount 

Nikkor 35mm fiLS in Nikon mount 

Nikkor 85mm f/2 in Nikon, Contax & SM 

BAYQNET LENS HOODS 
These lens hoods fit the outer rim of the lens in a bayonet 

fashion. 
CODE SIZE 

AB-60 

SB-51.5 

USED FOR 

Nikkor 85mm f/l.5 in screw mount 

Stereo-Nikkor in Nikon mount 

CHECK CHART FOR NIKON LENS HOODS 

NIKKORLENS 
LENS MT. 

25mml4 Nikon 
SM(disc.) 

28mm13.5 Nikon 
SM(disc.) 

35mm/1.S Nikon 
SM(disc.) 

35mm/2.5 Nikon 

LENS HOOD 
SNAP-ON SCREW-IN OTHER 

CN-43 

AS-52 Nikkor l05mm f/2.5 in Nikon, Contax & SM 35mm13.5 
SM(disc.) 

Nikon 

AS-48 
ES-43 
DS-48 
AS-34.5 
DS-43 
AS-34.5 

AN-43 
AN-34.5 
AN-43 
AN-34.5 

* These hoods canrwt be stored in the Leica everready case. 

SCREW-IN LENS HOODS 
The screw-in lens hood is supplied complete with an 

adapter ring that is screwed into the lens thread. When both 
fIlter and hood are used, the Series fIlter is placed between 
the adapter ring and the hood. When the fIlter only is used, it 
is placed inside the adapter ring and held by the ring insert 
that is available on order. 
Supplied in the following sizes. 
CODE SIZE USED FOR 

AN-34.5 

AN-40.5 

AN-43 

BN-43 

CN-43 

AN-48 

AN-60 

AN-62 

AN-68 

AN-S2 

AN-lOS 

Nikkor 35mm f/2.5 in screw mount 
Nikkor 35mm f/3.5 in screw mount 
Micro-Nikkor in Nikon and screw mounts 

Nikkor 50mm f/2 in Nikon & screw mounts 

Nikkor 35mm f/2.5 in Nikon mount 
Nikkor 35mm f/3.5 in Nikon mount 
Nikkor 50mm filA in Nikon and SM 

Nikkor l35mm f/3.5 in Nikon, Contax, 
Exakta and screw mounts 

Nikkor 28mm f/3.5 in Nikon mount 

Nikkor 85mm f/2 in Nikon, Contax and 
screw mounts 

Nikkor 85mm fl.5 in Nikon & Contax mt. 

Nikkor 50mm fiLl in Nikon & screw mt. 

Nikkor 250mm f/4 in Nikon & screw mt. 

Nikkor lSOmm fl2.5 in Nikon & screw mt. 

Nikkor 500mm f/5 in Nikon & screw mt. 

SM(disc.) 
35mm/3.5 Nikon 
(earlier type) 
50mm/Ll Nikon 

SM(disc.) 
50mm/1.4 Nikon 

SM(disc.) 
5Omm/1.5 Nikon (disc.) 

SM(disc.) 
50mm/2.0 Nikon 

SM(disc.) 
50mm/3.5 Nikon(disc.) 

SM(disc.) 
85mml1.5 Nikon 

Contax(disc.) 
SM(disc.) 

85mml2.0 Nikon 
Contax(disc.) 
SM(disc.) 

l05mm/2.5 Nikon 
Contax(disc.) 
SM(disc.) 

l35mm/3.5 Nikon 
Contax(disc.) 
SM(disc.) 
Exakta(disc.) 

l35mm/4.0 Nikon(disc.) 
SM(disc.) 

l35/Bellows Nikon 

AS-43 
AS-43 
AS-40.5 
AS-40.5 
AS-40.5 
AS-4O.5 
AS-34.5 
AS-34.5 

BS-48* 
BS-48 
BS-48 
AS-52* 
AS-52* 
AS-52* 
BS-43* 
BS-43* 
BS-43* 
BS-43 
AS-40.5 
AS-40.5 

AN-62 
AN-62 
AN-43 
AN-43 
AN-40.5 
AN-40.5 
AN-40.5 
AN-40.5 
AN-34.5 
AN-34.5 
AN-60* 
AN-60* 

AN-48 
AN-48* 
AN-48* 

BN-43 
BN-43 
BN-43 
BN-43* 

AN-40.5 
AN-4O.5 

lSOmml2.5 Nikon AN-S2* 
SM(disc.) AN-S2* 

250mml4.0 Nikon AN-6S* 
SM(disc.) AN-68* 

500mml5.0 Nikon AN-lOS* 
SM(disc.) AN-lOS* 

Micro/3.5 Nikon AS-34.5 AN-34.5 
SM(disc.) AS-34.5 AN-34.5 

AK-47 
(slip-on) 

AB-60 

Stereo/3.5 Nikon SB-51.5 
* Furnished originally with lens. The AK-47 hood slips on the 

outer rim of the lens. 
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'NHS' e-mail LIST!! 

THE FOLLOWING IS OUR FIRST INSTALLMENT OF OUR 
"NHS" e-mail LIST THAT I PROMISED IN NHS-64. THOSE 
BELOW HAVE RESPONDED AND WISH TO HAVE THEIR 
e-mail ADDRESS LISTED SO AS TO EXPEDITE COMMUNI
CATION BETWEEN MEMBERS. IT IS MY EXPERIENCE 
THAT e-mail IS THE FASTEST WAY TO REACH SOME
ONE, SO GET IN TOUCH WITH ME IF YOU WANT TO BE 
ON THE LIST! RJR. ..... rotoloni@msn.com 

PETER ABRAHAMS ............................. telscope@europa.com 
(binocs, telescopes, microscopes) 

JOB BAKKER. ......................... visual.art.productions@wxs.nl 
DAVE BARTH ............................................... dvbarth@aol.com 
ALAN BLAKE ........................................ arbel@btinternet.com 
SAM CLARK .......................................... sclark@methodist.edu 
DON DEDERA ........................................... dondedera@aol.com 
DON GRESOCK. ........................................ gresockdw@stic.net 
RUDI HILLEBRAND ........ hillebrand@photodeal.ne.eunet.de 
TONY HURST ............................................. tonyhurst@tinetie 
ULRICH KOCH ........................................ ulCkoch@t-online.de 
FRED KRUGHOFF ........................... webmaster@romdog.com 
RICHARD LANE. ......................................... carrlane@aol.com 
PETER LOWNDS ..................... ............... plownds@estec.esa.nl 
'CY' MEYER. ..................................... cycamcol@primenet.com 
DOUGLAS NAPIER. ........................... dugwerks@forterie.com 
MIKE OTTO ............................................ pacrim@teleport.com 
CHRIS OZDOBA .............. .............. chrisozdoba@netscape.net 
JERRY ROLD ...................................... jlrold@worldnet.att.net 
AL SA TTERWHITE. ............................. avsfllm@earthlink.net 

website ... www.alsatterwhite.com 
JAMES SKLADANY ...... ................... ........... jim321@webtv.net 
MIKE SYMONS .............. .. ..... msymons6456@bc.sympatico.ca 
PETER W ALNES .............. .................... fieldgrass@lineone.net 
MEL WILNER. ..................... .... ... ...... mandrwilner@webtv.net 

PHOTOZJeat 
the totally different camera magazine 

A magazine starting were most other photography 
magazines are finished: PHOTOZ'e4t is devoted 
entirely to classic cameras and equipment. 
Published quarterly (in German language only) it 
introduces milestones of camera design, lists lots 
of dates of photo shows in Germany and interna
tionally and has many pages filled with classified 
ads for lots of bargains or contacts from collector 
to collector on an international basis. PHOTOVe41 
has a regular volume of 60 pages many of which 
are in full colour with beautiful pictures of classic 
cameras and many articles written by reknown 
collectors and experts in their field. The subscrip
tion is $40 for overseas/air mail and $32 for 
Europe, each subscriber has up to five lines of free 
classified ads per issue. A free sample issue is 
available at $5 cash for air mail postage. Please 
write to: Rudolf Hillebrand DGPh, PHOTOZ'e4t, 
Kiefernweg 21, D-41470 Neuss, Tel.: ++49/2137-
77676, Fax: ++49-2137-77635. 

LETTERS .• LETTERS 
From Alan Blake ... 

I received NHS-64 and it makes truly fascinating reading, 
particularly the prototypes! I can't wait for #65. It's a pity 
that Nikon are a bit cagey about these. It would be very inter
esting to know the whys and wherefores that spawned screw 
mount Contax-like experiments. 
Although not mentioned in your NikkorexiSinglex article, I 
am sure that you must be aware that the 35 & 135mm Sekor 
lenses were made for the Nikkorex and engraved on the front 
ring "NIKKOREX LENS" & "SEKOR". It certainly makes 
sense that production of these would be extended to the 
Singlex. I have an example of the 35mm complete with caps 
and case but sadly not the box. The front cap is push on and 
marked "SEKOR" in white. The rear cap is obviously a 
Nikon one of the period with F on the inside and with evi
dence of the NK logo on the outside just visible, presumably 
removed from the die. Perhaps Mamiya got the tooling for 
this from Nikon. I wonder if the Ricoh Sekor lenses had the 
same caps. I was also interested to see that the shutter on the 
Nikkorex and Singlex were both marked "Copal Square" as 
is my example, but I have seen Nikkorex Fs not so marked! 

From Mike Symons ... 
How very shocked and saddened I was to get your message 

about the death of John Angle. I knew John quite well, 
although not nearly as well as you. John was a very serious 
Nikon collector when I first met him .. in the Seattle Airport 
on your way to Japan in 1987. I subsequently did some great 
buying/trading with John over the years. He was very good 
natured and confronted life with a fantastic attitude and 
always with good humor. Age 46 is far too young to pass 
away, but perhaps the long battle with diabetes played a 
large part in his untimely death. John will be missed. 

From Uli Koch ... 
Again a great and outstanding issue, especially the proto

types! Thank you to Tad Sato! An interesting fact is the 
existence of some with a Leica SM. Here is my theory. 

NK wanted to build cameras and lenses for a 35mm system. 
What do you build fITst, but ·a prototype. You can prove 
many things with a prototype. Most of Nikon's early lenses 
were first made in Leica screw mount. They needed lenses to 
test their own rangefinder, but why not use Zeiss lenses 
since their camera was released with a Contax mount? Nikon 
built the rangefmder for the Hansa Canon. They developed 
this for Canon and wanted to have a camera soon. So they 
did not develop a new rangefmder but used the Leica type 
from the Hansa Canon. They used it to test their new lens 
designs and their rangefmder system so why not use the 
time honored Leica screw mount? So they built some 
cameras for testing their lenses and rangefmder, but they 
had no plans to build a Leica screw mount camera, it was 
only for testing the rangefinder. 

NHS-CON7IS 
MARCH 3-S!!! 
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Stephen Gandy's CameraQuest 

Charter NBS Member. Internet Camera Dealer of Classic Collectible 
Cameras, especially collectible Nikon. Large Collectible Nikon 
informational section. Nikon and Leica Rangefinder Repairs. 

Rare items available at press time include the last known production 
1000/6.3 Nikkor, complete US Navy F KS-80A, Titanium FM-2 Year 
of the Dog, Nikon F3 Limited, 523 series 135/4 Nikon RF lens, 300/2 

Nikkor, and the 20th production Leica M6. 

In the US call 800-477-8966 or FAX 818-879-1968 
http://www.CameraQuest.com Los Angeles 

FJ[ELDGRA§§ & GALE 

(onlo(1: PETER WALNES (LHSA AND NHS MEMBER SINCE 1982) 

FIELDGRA§§ & GALE 
THE BUS INESS VILLAGE , 

BROOMHILL ROAD, LONDON SW18 4JQ 
PHONE : +44 1818707611 FAX : +441818706551 

Email : fieldgrass@lineone .nel 

lEICA NIKON CONTAREX 
Also leico copies (leotox, Honso, Kordon, etc) 

SINGLE ITEMS OR COMPLETE COL LECTI ONS 
PLEASE CONSIDER US WHETHER YOU ARE SELLING YOUR 

CAMERA COLLECTION OR GRADUALLY BUILDING ONE. 
JUST LOOK AT SOME OF TH E RARE 
JEWELS WE HAVE SOLD RECENTLY : 

Block point M2/ M3/ M4, grey enomel M2, olive green MI and M3 bodies, M3 Belriebsk #1 004 with 
'SvomWron' (lngemU p.IB1), 2 very eorly production M3 bodies (numbo" under 700150). 3 mrome MP linc 
no.366, p70 'Le.o in (olour' von Hosbroe<k), black MP no. 123 (01 illustrated p.BI 'leka (olledDlS GtJide', Dennis 
Loney). M2M and M4M (both with motDlS). block M4 with 'Miclond Canada' top pio1e, M4-P haH frome, M3 
prototypes, dummies, Belriebsk and cutoways. 50 yeor anniver50ry CI. M4 and MS. Chrome MP2 with motor! 

Leica 0 (null series) no. I 26, Leica I Anasligmal no.221 (illustrated p. 126 "leita (olledion', Shinithi Nakamura). 
diolsel and rimsel Compun. Leica " 'Luxus' (illustrated p.34 "Leico in (olour' von Hosbroeck). Leica 72, 
((anadian, Gorman and prototypes). 250 'Reporter' bolh FF and GG, block 1111 and IIIg (Swedish army). pre
production Ig and IIIg bodies (some illustrated in Lager vol.l), 33/ 3.5 Slemar set, 35/ 3.5 Slereo Elmar 
(only 32 ever mode!) and 90mm 17 Slereolens. Mooly malon, chrome, grey and block! 

Very many eorly prololype Leic.f1 .. models, some with interchangeable prism, some with unusual moto" and 
some finished in block point. Also Lekallex mk.1 and mk.2 bodies in block point lin ish. Early Leic. copies 
including several Hansas, Canon J, Cano. JS, Ca.o. S, Leolax Specials (various modeh, all with corredond 
original Letona Anostigmatlenses). Hikon rangefinder equipment including Hik .. I, black Hik .. 53, 53 
Olympic, black SP with motor and black S3M w~h motor. 35/3.5 Slereo Hildeor. Hik .. F. 6400 .. x. 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 

SELLING/TRADE LIST ... Many Nikon RF and reflex items 
for sale as well as quality products from other companies 
such as Canon, Pentax, Minolta, Leica, Zeiss, Rollei, Kodak, 
Mamiya and others. Those of you on my mailing list will 
receive all editions automatically! If you have a list make 
sure to send me a copy. I am always open to trades. 
Robert Rotoloni, P. O. Box 3213, Munster, IN 46321 
24hr Fax #708-895-9663 ... e-mail ... r otoloni@msn.com 
--------------
FOR SALE ... Very very rare wartime Canon Model NS (only 
about 100 manufactured!) with SO/f3.5 Nikkor lens in Nippon 
Kogaku focusing unit. For a detailed description, photos, 
price, etc, call or write: "Cy" Meyer, P.O. Box 2614, Sierra 
Vista, AZ 85636 .... Tel..(520) 458-5162 or e-mail: cycamcol@ 
primenet.com 

W ANTED ... Back for Nikon S2. Original back was crushed!! 
Contact: Jim Schaaf, P.O. Box 535, Concord, CA 94522 
Call: 925-682-9144 

FOR SALE ... Two Nikon F2 bodies only, no fmders, both in 
chrome. Both are EX+ @ $275.00 each. One Nikon F2 black 
body, no fmder, a good user, only $155.00. Julian Jacobson, 
180 Linden Rd., St. Augustine, FL 32086. 
Fax 904-794-7920 .... e-mail jjaerial@aug.com 

NEW MEMBERS 
MARTIEN BRABER 
MOZARTLAAN 29 
~7EHBREDA,NETHERLANDS 

HOMER EDWARDS 
CALCANTE RECORDINGS LTD. 
209 EASTERN HEIGHTS DRIVE 
ITHACA, NY 1485(}-6303 

WILLIAM FARBER 
32640 WHATLEY ROAD 
FRANKLIN, MI 48025 

MIKEGALOS 
12804 N.E. 39TH. STREET 
BELLEVUE, W A 98005-1333 

KERIMI ERDEN GOKAY, M.D. 
990 EAST RIVER ROAD, APT. 226 
TUCSON, AZ 85718 

JOEL HOUSE 
812 CASTLE RIDGE COURT 
BALLWIN, MO 63021 

CAROL MIKESH 
509 S. CODY ST. 
LAKEWOOD, CO 80226-3047 

DR. CHRISTOPH OZDOBA 
BEAUMONTWEG 12 
CH-3007 BERN, SWITZERLAND 

MARK THEKAN 
P.O. BOX 337 
PAYSON, AZ 85547-0337 

TYRONE WHEATCROFT 
20 TAVERN CLOSE 
CARSHALTON,SURREY 
SM51JE ENGLAND 

DAVID WILSON 
12607 215TH. AVE. CT E 
SUMNER, WA 98390 

NEW ADDRESSES 
GEORGE JENKINS 
11723 GOSHEN AVE. #301 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90049 

BLACK IS 
BEAUTIFUL!! 

PLEASE ADD THE FOLLOWING BODY SERIAL NUMBERS 
TO OUR OFFICIAL "NHS BLACK LIST" FIRST 

PUBLISHED IN NHS-37! 
6209663 

NHS BACKISSUE & 
REPRINT SERVICE 

A V AlLABLE " ORIGINAL" BACKISSUES OF THE 
"NIKON J OURNAL" INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING: 

30,32,36,38,40,41,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,57,58, 
59,60,61,62,63 & 64. 

$6.00 EACH IN U.S.A. POSTPAID 
$8.00 EACH OVERSEAS POSTPAID 

HIGH QUALITY COPIES PRINTED ON 11x17 PAPER, 
FOLDED & STAPLED (INCLUDES "ONLY" THOSE 

ISSUE NUMBERS NOT LISTED ABOVE!) 
$4.00 EACH IN U.S.A. POSTPAID 

$6.00 EACH OVERSEAS POSTPAID 

WHAT IS THIS??!! 
LOOK FOR THE ANSWER IN NHS-66! 



A "GOLDTONE" IMPOSTER 

Most of you know that there were a few inde
pendent lens makers during the rangefinder era. 
Not many, but a few, such as Soligor, Komura, 
Tanack, Fuji, Zunow & Accura . They didn't make 
too many types & seldom broke new ground, save 
for the high speed Zunows & Fujis. Most made wide
angles, usually a copy of Nikon's 35mm/ f3 .5, probab
ly because it wasn't much of an optical challenge. 
Usually these lenses were competent performers, 
though their construction did not come up to Nikon's 
level. But this little Accura 35/ f3.5 is different. I don't 
know if it will show up well in B&W, but this Accurar 
is completely "goldtone"! Every exterior metal surface 
is goldtone fmished! The entire lens throat as well 
(can you imagine the flare!!). Ninety percent ofthe 

I lettering on this lens in now white, but the presence 
S of some remaining "red" lettering suggests it was 
, once all red (note Fll & F22)! So we have a goldtone 

Accurar knock-off of the 35mm/ f3.5 Nikkor. But why? 
Who would do it? A lot of work for such an inexpensive 
lens! So who could have done it? It's a mystery to me! 
Anyone ever see another? 
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